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as is described in the story of Noah's Flood, and to archrology for
support of the general truth of Bible historJr. The process of
making artificial ice, and the arrangement of cold storage warehouses, will be described in an illustrated article on " Ice-Making
and Machine Refrigeration," by Frederik A. Fernald. This industry, which has grown to importance within the last few years,
is an interesting example of the application of science in supplying
the wants of daily life. Some games of the Zllni will be described
by John G. Owens, with illustrations. The Zunis are a playful
race, and have a large number of sports, some of which are e2rciting. A po3sible solution of the problem of moral education i8
suggested in a paper entitled " An E2rperimentin MoralTraining,"
which nvill be contributed by Dr. Mary V. Lee. The article describes a conversation between a teacher and his pupils in regard
to removing two unruly members from the class, which tends to
show that children ulay be led to govern themselves if rightly
guided. Among the shorter articles will be one on the '*Evolu-
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tion of Patent Medicine," by Lee J. Vance, in which human weakness for mysterious cures is traced flom the days of saintly relics
down to the much-advertising " medicine-men " of our own
time.
The May Cosmapolitan will contain an article on the Silver
Camp of Colorado, Leadville, by Theodore Van Wagenen. The
article accurately describes the camp and its environs, and is accompanied by a series of photographs of miners at work, taken
chiefly in the " Iron Silver " Mine.
Francis W. Cragin, S.B., professor of geology and zocilogyin
Washburn Co]lege, Topeka, Kan., announces for publication in a
few months " A Geology and Physical Geography of Kansas,"an illustrated handbook of Kansas, educational in its relation to
pure science, practical in its relation to the development of the
natural resources of the State, for the use of students, teachers,
travellers, farmers, investors, and general readers.
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